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understanding the target audience

GEN-Z
Members of Gen-Z value progress—politically, socially, and environmentally—and are  
willing to support businesses that are doing their part to drive change.

Gen-Z consumers are more willing to engage with brands that are sustainable,  
authentic, and pursuing a higher social purpose. A strong brand strategy doesn’t  
simply “appeal” to this audience of consumers but engages them. 



brand insight

Being in balance means people don’t have to choose between technology or life, 
work or play – it means they are better able to balance it all. It’s the power of the 
‘&’. The perfect balance of this & that. 

So the merch needs to reflect this balance too.

WE EXIST TO HELP PEOPLE 
ACHIEVE BALANCE IN LIFE. 



the idea

It’s the power of the ‘&’.

COLLABORATION



the idea

It’s a local business.

It’s environmentally conscious.

It’s the perfect balance between  
urban life and nature.

YKRA



the idea

A COLLABORATION WITH YKRA

Why? Because the members of Gen-Z are conscious costumers, they need something more 
when it comes to shopping. YKRA is a brand which reflects their values: environmental 
consciousness and supporting local businesses - this is the plus Yettel needs in order to 
not just reach but engage Gen-Z. This collaboration can also be interpreted as the power 
of the “&”.
 

THE BALANCE ASPECT

YKRA’s brand also reflects the perfect balance - its’ products are designed for the mix of 
urban life and nature - similarly like Yettel’s work life vs. free time balance. This is why we 
chose products for merchandising which can be used for every part of your life.



Yettel & Ykra 
It’s the power of the ‘&’.

urban life

nature

the key visualthe key visaul for the merch



the Yettel. merch

fannypack



the Yettel. merch

water bottlelaptop case



the Yettel. merch

phone case

note: the string of this phone 
case could be made out of 
the leftover textile from the  
production.



the Yettel. merch

tote bagt-shirt



the in-store concept

The in-store presentation 

of the products should also 

play into the balance aspect 

of the brand.


